Ultimate Comfort System™

When everything
is perfect,
you can feel it.

Presenting the
Ultimate Comfort System.
Combining the very best of the Dave Lennox Signature®
Collection, the Ultimate Comfort System is the very top of toptier, offering unprecedented whole-home system comfort that’s
perfectly tuned to your home. From the moment it’s installed,
this intelligent system seamlessly works together to deliver
clean, perfect air and maintain optimal performance. This
is nothing short of the most advanced, efficient and capable
heating and air conditioning system the world has ever seen.
This is perfect air fully realized.
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PureAir™ S Air Purification System
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iHarmony® Zoning System
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Lennox S30 Smart Thermostat
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SL28XCV Air Conditioner/ SL25XPV Heat Pump
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SLP99V Gas Furnace

Consistently perfect.

Unmatched efficiency.

Forget temperature swings and having the weather dictate
humidity. This variable-capacity system delivers clean, perfect
air and maintains your home’s ideal temperature and humidity
level with pinpoint accuracy. Period. And with iHarmony zoning,
you can optimize and personalize your air throughout different
sections of your home. That way, the only way your air feels is
how you want it to feel.

More efficient than any system ever. Including a standardsetting furnace that boasts a 99% efficiency rating—that means
it essentially converts every last bit of energy it uses into heating
and cooling the home—and an air conditioner that achieves an
efficiency rating of up to 28 SEER. Best of all, the energy saved is
as healthy for your wallet as it is for the environment.

Beyond quiet.
Hear that? Of course you didn’t. Even with all of its impressive
power, this system has been engineered to drastically minimize
sound output to seamlessly operate at a noise level that is, quite
simply, unheard of.

The air conditioner has been designated as a Most Efficient
ENERGY STAR® certified product in 2022. This certification
recognizes products that prevent greenhouse gas emissions by
meeting rigorous energy efficiency performance levels set by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Cleaner, healthier air.

Complete control.

The quality of our indoor air has taken on more importance
than ever. The PureAir S offers unmatched whole-home air
purification. It’s the hospital-grade1 filtration system with a filter
that removes from the air2 over 99.9% of the virus that causes
COVID-193 (and even viruses up to 4 times smaller). It effectively
removes dust, pollen, mold spores, dander, germs, odors, and
chemical vapors (including health-affecting volatile organic
compounds). And it produces zero ozone, unlike other systems.

The Lennox S30 Smart Thermostat unlocks the full potential
of the Ultimate Comfort System. It effortlessly integrates with
voice-automated devices and premium smart home systems.
Best of all, it acts as the command center for your system,
with the incredible ability to monitor sensors in all of your
equipment to react, diagnose and notify you if your system
goes out of tune. For added assurance, it can even allow for
remote troubleshooting of issues. This is more than a mere
temperature regulator—this is a pathway to perfect air.

1. Not intended for actual hospital use. Based on Application Guidelines, Table 1, ASHRAE Application
Handbook, 2011.
2. Removal efficiency based on third party testing results using MS-2 bacteriophage (ATCC 15597-B1).
Bacteria representative of virus-sized particles like SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19.
November 2020.
3. When used properly with other best practices recommended by CDC and others, filtration can be
part of a plan to reduce the potential for airborne transmission of COVID-19 indoors.

Ready to Rethink Your Air?
To learn more about the Ultimate Comfort System, visit www.Lennox.com/perfectair.
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